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   The 6th Global Educational Leadership Conference (GELC) is organised by the Academy of
Principals (Singapore) and will be held from Monday 9 to Tuesday 10 March 2015. The aim of
this conference is to provide insight into inter-related strands: the processes and dynamics of
change and the leadership skills needed to succeed in leading and managing teacher
performance, and delivering the best outcomes where the standards for teachers and school
leaders are now explicitly stated. Leading, managing, and delivering effective educational
change in an intensively political, social and economic environment is a challenge that all
educational leaders face as a critical aspect of their roles and responsibilities. New policies and
strategic directions imposed from outside and within systems are constantly evolving to
challenge current mind-sets and skills.

  

    

  

   The theme of our GELC 2015 is “The Intentional Leader” because leadership must have
purpose as well as vision.  This is true whether it is leadership of a department, a whole level or
an entire school. The target audience will be Principals, Vice-Principals, Heads of Departments,
Subject Heads, Level Heads and educators who are involved in some form of educational
leadership in their school. The conference provides opportunities for invaluable personal and
professional networking.
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   COME AND HEAR FROM RENOWNED SPEAKERS

  

   To know more about them, click on their photo!

              
     

     

     
    
         Dr Robyn Jackson      Professor Peter Earley     

Professor Zhang Minxuan

     Dr Noeleen Heyzer     
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             Dr Gunnar Lee-Miller      Professor Helen Wildy     Professor James Berry                    Pick up nuggets from School Principals about their school’s work in        • Critical and Inventive Thinking • Slow Progress Learners   • Harnessing IT for Intuitive Learning • Being a Borderless School           When and Where?     • Monday 9 to Tuesday 10 March 2015 • Sands Expo and Convention Centre           Who Should Attend?     • School Leaders • School Middle Managers   • Educators • Academics • Researchers • Ministry of Education Officers           What Past Delegates said about the GELC?     "Good selection of speakers who brought new depth, insights into things we knew intuitively."     "Good choice of speakers; insightful and informative."     "Wonderful speakers who used their experience and expertise to good effect!"     "Perspectives shared provided remedies/alternatives for us to consider."     "Good variety. Very useful information and the points tie together well for both keynotes andplenary."     “Commendable breath of areas concerned and was in line with theme.”     “Thank you for a well organised conference. Appreciate the diversity of information providedby the speakers.”           Save the date for GELC 2015 and see you at the premier      educational leadership conference of the year!           
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